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The crystal structure of lizardite 1T: hydrogen bon{s and polytypism
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Abstract
The occurenceof lizardite lTfrom Val Sissone,Italy, is reported. Electron microprobe
analysis leads to the doubled unit cell content
(Mgs.seFeo2isFeSioAlo
rr)Oro.oo(OH)e.0o'
r+)(Sir eeAlo.
The unit cell parametersare d : 5.332(3)A,c = 7.T3()]\ spacegroup is P3lm'
The crystal structure has been refined, using 209 symmetry independentreflections, to R
: 0.031. The refined model is not far from the idealized geometry of the serpentinelayer.
: -3'5"). No
The ditrigonal distortion of the six-memberedtetrahedral ring is small (a
buckling of the brucite-like sheet is observed.
The occurrenceofboth negativeand positive a valuesin serpentinemineralsis explained
on the basis of stacking sequenceand hydrogen bonds. Namely, the best hydrogen bond
system is attained by rotation of the bridging oxygens belonging to the tetrahedral sheet'
The direction ofrotation dependson the way in which subsequentlayers are stacked one
upon the other. The substitution of trivalent atoms for magnesiumand silicon leads to
.i.ong", hydrogen bonding between adjacentlayers, thus promoting the formation offlatlayer structures and increasingthermal stability.

Introduction
The well-known classification of the serpentine
minerals was developed by Whittaker and Zussmann (1956).The schemeis basedon the recognition of cylindrical layers in chrysotile, corrugated
layers in antigorite, and flat layers in lizardite. A
recent review of the crystal structure of the serpentine minerals was given by Wicks and Whittaker
(1975). The most serious handicap to full understanding of the serpentine structures is the low
degree of three-dimensionalorder present in these
minerals. For instance, the previous two-dimensional determinations of the crystal structure of
lizardite, by Rucklidge and Zussman (1965)and by
Krstanovic (1968),led to discrepancy factors of 18
percent and 19 percent respectively, in spite of the
fact the flat-layer lizardite structure would seem to
be the most promising for X-ray diffraction analysis.
Lizardite from Kennack Cove (Rucklidge and
Zussman, 1965)is composedof domainsof 1? and
disordered 2H polytypes. Lizardite from Radusa
Mine (Krstanovic, 1968) is composed of the 1?
polytype. According to Rucklidge and Zussman
(1965), the average crystal structure has trigonal
0003-004K82/0506--0587$02.00

symmetry, but Krstanovic (1968)refined his model
in the space group Cm. Subsequently' Wicks and
Whittaker (1975),in discussingKrstanovic's refinement, stated that lizardite 1T "is in fact orthorhombic and only pseudo-trigonal".
Wicks and Whittaker (1975) and Krstanovic
(1980) have discussed the distortions of both the
tetrahedral and the octahedral sheetsof a very pure
lizardite 1?with limited substitutions for silicon or
magnesium. According to these authors, the composition of lizardite 1T from RadusaMine results in
a large misfit between the tetrahedral and octahedral sheets, and produces shifts of the atoms away
from the ideal positions. In particular, they noted
buckling of the plane of the magnesiumatoms and
various shifts, along [001], of the oxygen, silicon
and magnesium atoms. In this present paper, I
report a more regular model for the crystal structure
of lizardite lZfrom Val Sissone,ltaly, that contains
significant aluminum and iron substitution. The
structure is not very different from the idealized
geometry of the serpentine layer and was refined
using diffraction data obtained on euhedralcrystals
of lizardite 1T. The different composition of the Val
Sissone lizardite 1T, with its different structural
constraints, limits comparison with the lizardite lT
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structure of Krstanovic (1968),but does provide
important structural details of a composition intermediate between the slightly substituted lizardite lT
of Krstanovic and more aluminous structures such
as the 9Zpolytype ofJahanbaglooand Zoltai(1968).

cm3 in volume. The fragment is composedmainly of
saccharoidaldolomite with abundant yellow orange
clinohumite. A vein of lizardite crystals, up to I mm
thick, cuts through the rock fragment. According to
the collector, Dr. Edgar Huen, the fragment was
detached some years ago from an erratic block in
Occurrence
the Val Sissonemoraine. Subsequentattempts to
Few data about the occurrenceof lizardite lTin
locate the block have been unsuccessful. Val SisVal Sissone,ltaly, are available.All the observed soneis in the contactzone,composedof carbonate,
material occurs in a small rock fragment nearly I calc-silicate rocks and amphibolites, that is associated with the Bergell granite (Wenk and Maurizio,
1970; Trommsdorf and Evans, 1972 and 1977).
Calcite, dolomite, diopside,amphiboles,spineland
chondroditeoccur in this zone.
The crystals are light yellow in color, and their
crystal habit ranges from trigonal plates to truncated trigonal pyramids, depending on the crystal
thickness. A similar habit has been observed
for the related mineral cronstedtite (Fe3*Fe3+)
(SiFe3+)O5(OH)a(Steadman and Nuttall. 1963).
The lizardite crystals are equant and reach 0.2 mm
in diameter. Examination by SEM shows the presence of euhedral crystals as well as less regular
aggregates. One of these aggregatesis shown in
Figure la, together with a more regular, rather thin,
truncated triangular pyramidal crystal. The morphology is consistent with the point group 3m. The
micrograph shows that the aggregatesconsist of
5O u,m
several individual (001) plates, stacked one upon
the other. Sometimes, adjacent plates are slightly
rotated around [001]. Finally, the rims of the thin
outer plates appear not absolutely flat, but partially
bent. Larger crystals of lizardite 1?have also been
found. Figure lb is a light optical photograph of a
large crystal of lizardite lT, whose astonishing,
larger dimension reaches2 mm. It is a detached
crystal, found by Dr. Edgar Huen in the same
environment where the rock fragment was collected, and has the samepropertiesas the vein crystals.

Fig. l. a) Crystals of lizardite lT, observed by SEM; b)
Photograph of a large crystal of lizardite lf.

Chemicalanalysis
The preliminary qualitative chemical investigation, by energy dispersive analysis during the SEM
observation, revealed abundant silicon and magnesium with lower contents of iron and aluminum.
The quantitative chemical data were gatheredby an
ARL-sEMe electron microprobe, equipped with
crystal spectrometers,using 15 kV accelerating
voltage, 20 nA specimencurrent, an approximate 5
pm diameter electron beam and standard Bence
Albee correction procedures. The estimated standard deviations on oxide contents. obtained from
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Table l. Electron microprobe analysis of lizardite 1? from Val
Sissone.Italv
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counting statistics, range from 0.3 to 2.5 relative
percent, depending on the abundance of the element. As four analyseson two different grains did
not show variations in oxide contents larger than I
relative percent for more abundant elements and
larger than 5 relative percent for less abundant
elements, the analyses were averaged to produce
the data reported in Table 1.
The ferrous and ferric contents were calculated
from the determined iron value by assuming full
occupancy of the cationic sites by silicon, magnesium, iron and aluminum (five cations per unit cell)
and charge balance. This statementis basedon the
assumption that, for each silicon atom which is
substituted by a trivalent cation, one trivalent cation must be substituted for the divalent magnesium
in octahedral coordination. The water content, calculated by difference from 100 weight percent, of
10.9 wt.% is lower than the expectedof 13 wt.Vo.
The water deficiency may be due to unknown
analytical errors, as well as to dehydration of lizardite under the electron beam, with a subsequent
biased, slightly high determination of the other
oxides. Unfortunately, the shortage of material
prevented an independentdetermination of the water content.
The analytical data lead to a formula calculated
on the basis of charge balance and five cations per
unit cell of

ly coordinated. The addition of 0.33 water molecules to compensate for the water assumedlost
during analysis produced the slightly idealized formula
+ gAls.s7)
(Mg2.7eFe2+6.6aFe3
s.1
(Sir.arAlo.
rz)Os.oo(OH)a.oo.
The calculated densities are 2.575 and 2.630 g
cm-3 for the actual and the idealized formula, respectively, while the experimental value' determined by the heavy liquid method, is 2'58(1) g
cm -.
Comparison with the chemical data discussedby
Whittaker and Wicks (1970) shows that the most
interesting feature of the Val Sissone lizardite is
probably the high Al2O3content (4'5 wt.Vo)-Similar
values have been obtained by hydrothermal synthesis of one layer and similar, as well as higher values,
have been reported for synthesized multi-layer lizardite (Caruso and Chernosky, 1979). They are
known also for naturally occurring multi-layer lizardite (Jahanbaglooand Zoltai,1968 and Wicks and
Plant, 1979)and single-layer lizardite (Frost, 1975;
Dungan, 1979).
X-ray crYstallograPhY

Lizardite 1? from Val Sissone produces very
sharp diffraction spots. Streaking or diff-useness,
indicating partial disorder, are rarely observed.
Weissenbergand precision photographs' as well as
intensity data collected by single crystal counter
methods lead to an unambiguousdetermination of
the Laue symmetry 3m. No systematic extinctions
were observed, thus leading to the possible choice
between P3lm and PSIw space groups, with cell
parametersa - 5 3L, c - 7.24. The centrosymmetric space group was ruled out, based on the noncentrosymmetric arrdngementof atoms in the serpentine structure and on the point gloup suggested
by morphological observation. Overexposed rotation photographs do not show any c periodicity
larger than 7.24.
A tiny euhedral crystal of lizardite (nearly 0.1 x
0.1 x 0.15 mm3),with a trigonal truncatedpyramidal habit, was chosen for the refinement of the unit
cell parameters a.ndfor collection of the intensity
data, on a Philips PW 1100single crystal automated
joAo.ot;
(Mgz.zgFeE
difractometer, equipped with graphite-monochro5aFefi
matized molybdenum Ka radiation. The unit cell
(Sir.srAlo.
rz)O5.33(OH)3.3a,
parameters, refined by least squares fitting of the
where all the iron atoms are assumedas octahedral- crystal setting for 25 reflections, converged to the
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Table 2. X-ray powder diffraction pattern of lizardite lTfrom Val
Sissone.Italv
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102
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2.668
was made, owing to the small dimensions of the
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crystal and the low absorption coefficient. Syrn11'l
2.418
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003
metrically-equivalent reflections were averaged to
2,152
2 . 14 8
112
ms
produce an unique set of 209 reflections; the dis1,948
1.948
202
crepancy factor R"q : f2ou (nLiwi (n-F,1211>^rr11n_
1.790
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113
ms
1)2iwiFi')lVz,calculatedamongthe n symmetry re1.748
1.747
2't o
lated
reflections,was 0.04.
1,70'l
1.699
211
The
trial model, derived from the idealized struc1.676
1.669
203
ture
in
the space group p3lm, was easily refined
1.574
2't 2
with
isotropic
temperature factors to R : >llfl" 1.539
1.541
300
m
' t. 5 0 5
1.507
301
lF.lllEl4l : 0.047.The introductionof two indepen'l
't14
1.498
dent hydrogenatoms,locatedby a Fomap,lowered
.498
't.4't8
1.418
302
the R to 0.042.Further refinement,using isotropic
't
.33s
220
temperature factors for the heavy atoms and aniso1.314
1.312
221
tropic temperature factors for the hydrogen atoms
lo^weredthe R to 0.031. No peak higher than 0.3
eA-3 was observedin the final Af'syithesis. Scatvalues a: 5.332(IA, r : 7.233{@)A.
Thesevalues tering factors for neutral atoms were taken from the
are not significantly different from those obtained International Tables for X-Ray Crystallography,
by least squaresfitting of the X-ray powder diffrac- vol. IV (1974). Final atomic thermal and positional
tion pattern, a : 5.338(2)Aand c : 7.238(3)4.fne parameters are reported in Table 3. Observed and
pattern (Table 2) was obtained with a Gandolfi calculated structure factors are given in Table 41.
camera (57.3 mm in diameter) and cobalt Ka radiaI To receive a copy
of Table 4, order Document AM-82-201
tion on a single crystal, previously identified by
from the Business Office, Mineralogical Society of America,
rotation and Weissenbergphotographs.
2000 Florida Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009. please
A total of 338 reflections, belongingto two equiv- remit $1.00 in advancefor the microfiche.
calc.

Table 3. Final atomic positional and thermal parameters.Esd's are in parentheses
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Structure descriPtion
The main features of the crystal structures of the
serpentineminerals are well established(Wicks and
Whittaker, 1975).As shown in Figures2 and 3, 1:l
layers, consisting ofa silicate tetrahedral sheetand
a brucitelike magnesium octahedral sheet, alternate along [001]. The linkage between adjacent
layers is strengthened by hydrogen bonds. Although the general arrangementis known, the presence of stacking disorder in most lizardites has
prevented the determinationof the three dimensional arrangement of atoms within the layer. Because
of the absence of random stacking shifts the lizardite 1? from Val Sissoneappearsto be truly trigonal, at least within the limits of the present refinement (R : 0.031). No indication of orthorhombic
(Wicks and Whittaker,1975)or monoclinicsymmetry (Krstanovic, 1980)was recorded. In spite of the
trigonal symmetry, the Val Sissonelizardite lT can
be alternately described by a C-centeredmetrically
orthorhombic unit cell, for easier comparison with
the data available for lizardite and the other serpentine minerals. Its parameters are a : 5.3324, b :
9.235A, c : 7.834. The unit cell content may be
doubled to
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(Mgs.ssFe35rFe35oAlo.
to)
(si3.66,A10.34)o
ro.oo(oH)s.oo'
for comparison with the popular formula
(Si4- *Al*)O ro(OH)s.
(MgoThe "Al*)
deviations from idealized geometry for the
Val Sissonelizardite structure are rather small. For
instance, the ditrigonal tetrahedral sheet is characterized by remarkable hexagonal pseudosymmetry
(Fig. 2) becausethe rotation of tetrahedra towards
the ditrigonal configuration is quite small (a :
-3.5").
The presenceof several symmetry constraints,
due to the trigonal symmetry, leads to the existence
of a few (x,y) planeswhere the atoms are located' It
is therefore possibleto locate both the basal oxygen
plane and the silicon plane of the tetrahedral sheet
and both the magnesiumplane and an outer oxygen
plane of the octahedral sheet. Moreover, the oxygen atoms common to both the tetrahedral and
octahedral sheet do not deviate too much from the
geometricalplane. Indeed, the-z heightsof Ol and
b4 uto.r differs only by 0.064Ainsteadof 0.3A, as
reported by Krstanovic for the magnesium rich
lizardite 1?. Also, no buckling of the plane of

Fig. 2. I : I layer of lizardite lT, viewed along [Ol].
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Fig. 3. Crystal structure of lizardite 1T, viewed along [10]. Dotted lines representhydrogen bonds.

magnesium atoms was found in the Val Sissone aggreementwith the results of the statistical
analylizardite lT.
sis of Si-GSi configurations by O'Keefe and Hyde
(1978).
Silicon coordination
Only one independent silicon atom is present per M agnesium coordination
unit cell. It forms three long bonds (1.6464) tith
The coordination polyhedron around Mg is a
the bri$SinS 02 oxygen atoms and one short bond trigonal antiprism (flattened obtahedron). It is rep(1.6164) with the non bridging Ol oxygen atom resented in Figure 4 by the
correspondingSchlegel
(Table 5). The averageSi-O bond distance,1.6394, diagram. The diagram is
obtained by contraction of
is larger than expected for unsubstituted silicon the, upper face of the polyhedron and enlargement
tetrahedra (Baur, 1978)but is in agreementwith the of the lower face, so as to show all the polyhedral
chemical data, which suggestsubstitution of silicon edges. The thickness of the octahedral sheet along
by aluminum. The possible substitution by iron
[001]rangesfrom 2.064 (measuredbetweenOl and
seemsunlikely and, in fact, Rozensone/ al. (1979) 03 atoms). The value is lower then the 2.204
did not find trivalent iron in tetrahedral coordina- previously reported for lizardite lTand is closer to
tion during the Mossbauer analysis of several lizar- the thickness found in other serpentine minerals
dites. Moreover, assuming a linear relationship (Wicks and Whittaker, 1975)and brucite (2.114).
between the averagetetrahedral bond distance and The bond distancesrangefrom 2.02llto 2.082Afor
the aluminum content and taking into account the the Mg-OH bonds and are 2.l2lA long for both the
different coordinations of the oxygens, the ionic Mg-O bonds formed with the silicon bonded Ol
radii reported by Shannon and prewitt (1969)indi- oxygens(Table5). Inspectionofthe bond distances
cate an aluminum site population of 0.11. There- and GO distances shows that the octahedral atom
fore, it seemsjustified to assumethat the tetrahe- is shifted from the center of the octahedrontowards
dral site is occupied by nearly 0.9 silicon atoms and the outer 03 plane. This feature can be related to
0.1 aluminum atoms.
the donor behavior of 03 atoms in the hydrogen
Finally, the Si-GSi configuration is rather regu- bonds that develop between adjacent layers.
lar and the non-bondedSi-Si distances.the Si-O-Si
The average bond distance, 2.0674, is smaller
angles and the related Si-O bond distances are in
than the value of 2.104 computed from the ionic
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radii given by Shannon and Prewitt (1969). The
smaller dimensions of the coordination polyhedron
are in keeping with the chemical data, which suggest substitution by aluminum and trivalent iron for
magnesium.
Hydrogen bond system
Two crystallographically-independenthydrogen
atoms are present in the crystal structure. Both
hydrogen atoms were located in the Fo map and
their positions were refined. One of them, H4,
which is located in the center of the ditrigonal ring,
does not form any hydrogen bond. The other one,
H3, links adjacent layers through hydrogen bonds
formed between the donor 03 and the acceptor 02
oxygen atoms. The hydrogen bond is weak, 0.094
'v.u.
according to Lippincott and Sch-roder(1955),
due to the long O2-O3 distance(3.03A).However,
the relative weaknessof the singlehydrogen bond is
balanced by the high number ofbonds (one hydrogen bond per 8.2A2).
Bond strength balance

Table 5. Bond lengths (A) an0 bond angles (") in lizardite 1T
Esd's are in Parentheses'

s i 1- o 1
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1 . 6 15 ( s )

M9-o3

2.021 15\

1 . 5 4 5( 3 ) x 3

-o3
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2 . ' 1 2 1( 3 ) x2
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2 . 6 6 ' 7( 5 \
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2 . 6 8 2( s )

sl-si

3 . 0 7 8( 3 )

02-si1-o2

108.3(3)

st-o2-st

138.6(3)

o1-s11-O2

110.6(3)

o3-H3

0.84(6)

o4-H4

0,19 (6\

porting the substitution of trivalent atoms in the two
sites.
All the results of the refinement, particularly the
bond distances and bond strength balance, support
the crystal chemical formula
(Mgs.ssFe65*Fe35oAlo.
to)

(si3.66,A10.34)o
16.6s(oH)6.e6,
The bond strength calculations (Table 6) were
made according to Brown and Wu (1976),using the previously proposed on the basis of the chemical
sameparametersR1 : 1.622and N : 4.290for both data.
tetrahedral and octahedral cations. Taking into acPolytypism and hydrogen bonding
count the hydrogen bond contribution, the sums of
bond strengths reaching the anions closely fit the
Ditrigonal distortion and hydrogen bonding
theoretical values and the discrepanciesare always
As previously stated, the six-memberedtetrahelower than 0.07 v.u. On the other hand, the sums of
bond strengthsreachingthe cations are significantly dral ring is distorted toward the ditrigonal confighigher than two and lower than four, for the octahe- uration, due to alternate rotation of the bridging
dral and tetrahedral site, respectively, further sup- oxygen atoms. In the present case the oxygen
atoms move away from the nearest magnesium
atoms within the samelayer and toward the hydroxo3
yl groups ofthe adjacent layer. The rotation can be
describedby the value a : -3.5o, where the minus
sign means movement away from the atoms in
octahedral coordination. In the nomenclature proposed by Franzini (1969)for the mica layer, negative rotations colTespondto I layers and positive
rotations correspond to A layers. B layers occur
infrequently in layer silicates and, in the serpentine
minerals, they have been previously reported for
only the 9-layer serpentine(Jahanbaglooand Zoltai,
1968;o : -8o).A layersoccur in two amesites2H2,
from Saranovskaie (Steinfink and Brunton, 1962;
Anderson and Bailey, 1981;a : +14.7') and from
Antarctic (HalI, 1974; Hall and Bailey, 1979; a :
Fig. 4. The octahedral site, representedby Schlegeldiagram. + 13.6' and * 14.5').There are also other structures
of serpentine minerals where A layers have been
Heavy lines represent shared edges.
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Table 6. Bond strength balance (v.u.), calculatedaccording to Brown and Wu (1976)and Lippincott and Schroder (1955).
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reported. These are the Unst-type serpentine(lizardite 6?1) and its Mg-Ge synthetic analogue(Hall et
al.,1976), amesite6R2(Steadmanand Nuttall, 1962)
and the lT, 6R2, 321 polytypes of cronstedtite
(Steadmanand Nuttall, 1963).Unfortunately,these
last six structure analysesare less accuratebecause
of poor experimental data. Their R factors range
from 0.15 to 0.21, the refinementsdo not take into
account cation ordering(Bailey, 1975)and, in some
cases, the A configuration has been assumed by
analogy with other structures. As a consequence,
the details of these refinements are less reliable.
In the four structures for which three-dimensional refinements are available, the bridging oxygen
atoms always move toward the hydroxyl groups
belonging to the adjacent layer. Therefore, eitherA
or B layers are present, and stronger hydrogen
bonding is achievedin these serpentinestructures.
Similar movement towards the hydroxyl groups
occurs also in the Unst-type serpentineand its MgGe synthetic analogue (Hall et al., 1976),amesite
6R2 (Steadmanand Nuttall, 1962),cronstedtite321
(Steadmanand Nuttall, 1963).The oppositemovement, away from the hydroxyl groups, has been
reported for cronstedtite 1?and 6Rz(Steadmanand
Nuttall, 1963). Unfortunately, the details of these
six last structure analyses cannot be confidently
used in this discussion.It is conceivablethat, as
shown by the best four availablestudies,the presence of A or B layers in the serpentine minerals
depends on which configuration leads to more efficient interlayer hydrogen bonding. The importance
of interlayer hydrogen bonding with regard to the

correction

for

the

hydrogen

bond.

ditrigonal distortion of the tetrahedral sheet also is
supported by the available data on layer silicates
other than serpentineminerals.In fact,.in chlorite
the movement of the bridging oxygen atoms always
leadsto strongerhydrogenbonds,by B layersin the
case of Ib-chlorite and by A layers in the case of Ia
and Ilb-chlorite (Shirozu and Bailey, 1965).On rhe
other hand, only A layers occur in mica (Baronnet,
1976)or in talc (Rayner and Brown, 1973),where no
hydrogen bond can form.
Experimental and theoreticalresults
Petersonet al. (1979)performed molecular orbital
Icalculations on the clusters [Mg:Fo(OH)7Si6O6F6]
and [MgaFr2(OH)3Si3OrFs]6-.
The clusters were
used to model the serpentine I : I layer. By definition, the model does not take into account interlaver effects.Assuming 1.62Aas the value of the Si-b
bond distance, minima in the total energy curve are
found at a: -2.1o and a: -3.9", for the trimeric
and the tetrameric unit, respectively. The results fit
the experimental data for the Val Sissonelizardite
1T, which has an averageSi-O distanceof 1.639A
and a : -3.5".
When the calculation is performed for a tetrahedral sheetwith greatersubstitution,using 1;68Aas
the average tetrahedral bond distance, two minima
are found. The lower minimum is at o : -12.3" and
the higher energy minimum is at a : 112.7" for the
trimeric unit and at a: -13.8'and c : *10.6'for
the tetrameric unit. Assuming that the energy
curves and their minima are not model dependent
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but physically sound, some important remarks can
be made:
(1) B layers are expected for tetrahedral sheets
with lower substitution for silicon. This theoretical
result fits the experimental data for the Val Sissone
lizardite 17, which has a : -3.5'.
(2) B layers are expected also for tetrahedral
sheets with greater substitution for silicon. Actually, they occur in the 9Jayer serpentine (Jahanbagloo and Zoltai, 1968), which has an average Si-O
bond distanceof 1.664 and a : -8'. However, the
existence of a higher energy minimum suggeststhe
possible existence of A layers for aluminum-rich
disorderedflat-layer serpentines.The choice ofthe
positive, or negative, rotation might then be determined by interlayer effects, namely by the stabilization energy associatedwith the formation of hydrogen bonds. Although A layers occur in amesite2H2
(Hall and Bailey, 1979;Andersonand Bailey, 1981),
no close comparison can be made, as the disordered
CNDO/2 model by Peterson et al. (1979) is not
strictly applicable to the ordered layer of amesite
2Hz.
(3) Assuming that A and B layers may exist
independently in aluminum-rich flatJayer serpentines, the simultaneousoccurrence of both A and B
layers within the same complex polytype may be
expected.
Polytypic sequenceand ditrigonal distortion
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layer shifts, Figure 2 clearly shows that shorter
OH-O distances will result in B layers and longer
OH-O distanceswill result in A layers if the stack-r
ing sequencedoes not include 60" or 180"rotation
(r rotation accordingto Bailey, 1969,and Wicks and
Whittaker, 1975).Otherwise,the presenceof the r
rotation leads to shorter OH-O distances by A
layers and to longer OH-O distancesby B layers.
Therefore, B layers must be expected when the
stacking sequencedoes not include r and A layers
when the stacking operator includes r. If the possi-rbl3, as they were defined
ble interlayer shifts (a13,
by Bailey, 1969, and Wicks and Whittaker, 1975)
are also taken into account, similar relationshipsare
derived. The complete results are given in Table 7.
The layer configurationsreported in Table 7 were
obtained assuming that the formation of hydrogen
bonds controls the direction of the movementof the
bridging oxygen atoms in flat-layer serpentines,
which is indicated by the few, reliable data on these
minerals. The Table 7 can be eventually used to
predict the direction of movement of the bridging
oxygens in other polytypes, whose structureis not
known. More complex polytypes, not included in
Table 7, can be analyzed by examination of the
stacking sequenceand reduction of the long, complex sequenceto the sum of shorter sequences'as
in the case of the 9-layer serpentine (Jahanbagloo
and Zoltai, 1968).

Misfit relief and interlayer bonding
A close relationship between the A or B nature of
The aluminum content is a very important paramthe layer in the serpentineminerals and the stacking
operator can be found. Disregardingpossible inter- eter in the crystal chemistry of the serpentine
Table 7. Relationship between the stacking sequenceoperator and ditrigonal distortion of the tetrahedral sheet'
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minerals. Although no sharp compositional break tution of Al3+ (or any other suitable trivalent catbetween flatJayer and curved-layer serpentinesor ion).
between single-layer and multi-layer lizardites has
In the first case, stabilization must be achieved
been observed (Jasmundand Sylla, l97l and 1972: by dimensional fitting of the two sheets. In the
Wicks and Whittaker,1975;Wicks and plant, 1979), second case, the modified chargedistribution inside
the greater substitution of aluminum for silicon and the layer must also be taken into account. This was
magoesiumleads to more stable structures (Caruso first noted by Gillery (1959),who stated that "the
and Chernosky, 1979)and promotes flat-layer lizar- octahedral part acquires a positive charge and the
dites (Wicks and Whittaker, 1975).The aim of this tetrahedral a negative charge and the layer as a
section is to explain how aluminum stabilizes the whole is neutral. The layer surfaceswhich face each
structure. It is not my purpose to assert here that other have opposite chargeand this provides a force
aluminum is an essential component of flat-layer of attraction between them which increases with
structures, or that it must be absentin curved-layer increasingaluminum content. Hence the basal spacserpentines.
ing decreaseswith increasing aluminum content".
It is generally acceptedthat the usual disorder in Subsequently,Steadmaland Nuttall (1963)invoked
serpentineminerals is due in part to the mismatch in some kind of electrostatic interaction between the
dimensions of the larger octahedral and smaller successivelayers in the different polytypes ofcrontetrahedral sheets(e.g., Radoslovich,1962;Wicks stedtite. The existence of electrostatic interaction
and Whittaker, 1975). Progressive substitution by between the 1:1 layers of kaolinite-like minerals
larger cations for tetrahedral silicon and by smaller was supported also by Cruz et al. (197D, who
cations for octahedral magnesium leads first to treated the minerals as condenser plates with surreduction of the misfit and then to larger dimensions face chargesdue to hydroxyl dipoles. Giese(1973)
of the tetrahedral sheet over the octahedral sheet. showed that the electrostatic interaction in kaolinThe effectivenessof such a mechanismfor relief of iteJike minerals could be explained assumingthat
misfit have been given by several authors. For long hydrogen bonds are largely electrostatic in
instance,Roy and Roy (1954)took advantageof the nature. Finally, Chernosky (1975) revived the hylargel ionic radius of germanium (0.a0A instead of pothesisproposedby Gillery (1959)and once again
0.26A of silicon, according to Shannonand prewitt, related the reduction of the c parameter to the
1969)and synthesizeda Mg3Ge2O5(OH)a
serpentine increasing charge difference between the two
that crystallized in euhedral hexagonal plates and sheets.The hypothesisby Gillery did not seem
to
produced sharp X-ray diffraction patterns. Many receive general acceptance. Several papers
deal
papers deal with the relationship betweenthe Al2O3 only with the geometrical fitting or
misfitting becontent and the cylindrical or flat nature of the tween the two sheetsof the layer, and do not take
layers (e.g., Roy and Roy, 1954;Nagy and Faust, into account what happens between successive
1956;Chernosky, 1975;Thomaset al.,1979). Caru- layers.
so and Chernosky (1979) described the increasing
Other evidence seemsto support the hypothesis
thermal stability of lizardite with the increasing of the existence of an "electrostatic" interaction
Al2O3 content. Highly refined structure models which increaseswith an increasing substitution by
resulting from a high degree of three-dimensional trivalent cations. One argument is based on the
order have been produced only for aluminum-rich basal spacing.The value increasesfrom nearly 7.34
serpentine minerals (Jahanbagloo and Zolta| 196g; in chrysotile polymorphs to 7.46A in the Mg4e
Hall and Bailey, 1979;Anderson and Bailey, 1981; serpentine,in agreementwith the larger ionic radius
the present work). Therefore, it seemswell estab- of germanium (0.404 instead of 0.26A for silicon,
lished that the aluminum content (and, as a rule, according to Shannon and prewitt, 1969).On the
any suitable substituent) is a very important factor other hand, the basal spacing is reduced to 7.08A
in the crystal chemistry of the serpentineminerals. when aluminum (ionic radius 0.394) substitutesfor
In spite of the evidencefor such a mechanismfor
silicon (e.9., Chernosky, 1975)and to nearly 7.lA
relief of the misfit by fitting of dimensions, care is when iron (0.494) substitutesfor silicon (steadman
required with regard to the interpretation of these and Nuttall, 1963 and 1964). Although some acdata. We must distinguish, for instance, between count must be made for the smaller size of the
the mechanism accompanying the substitution of octahedrally-coordinated aluminum and iron with
Gea+ for silicon and that accompanyingthe substi- respect to the octahedrally-coordinated magne-
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sium, a definite decrease of the basal spacing is
observed. This indicates that interlayer bonding is
stronger than in Mg-Si or Mg-Ge serpentines.
A secondindication that the interactionsbetween
adjacent layers in lizardite are stronger than in
unsubstituted serpentine is given by their IR spectra. Farmer (1975) reports that the substitution of
silicon by aluminum, compensatedby replacement
of magnesium by aluminum, gives two broad OH
stretching absorption bands at lower frequencies
than in chrysotile and antigorite. This indicates,
according to Farmer (1975), a stronger hydrogen
bond. A similar line of evidence is obtained from
the IR data given by Heller-Kallai et al. (1975),who
report similar IR absorption bands only for those
specimens of serpentine which contain aluminum
(according to them, these are five lizardites and two
aluminous antigorites).
A further line of evidence can be found in the
results of the present study. The average tetrahedral bond distancein lizardite lTfrom Val Sissone,
1.6394, doesnot differ too much from the expected
value, 1.6254, of a tetrahedronthat containsonly
silicon (Shannon and Prewitt, 1969; the value is
calculated taking into account the different coordination numbers of the oxygen atoms). The difference in bond distance does not seem large enough
to support the idea that the high three-dimensional
'l.T may result from such slightly
order of lizardite
enlarged dimensions of the tetrahedral sheet.
Therefore, it seems reasonableto suppose that
electrostatic interactions between adjacent layers,
based on hydrogen bonds, exist and lead to stronger
interlayer bonding. The mechanismcan be formally
described as substitution by trivalent cations for
both tetrahedral silicon and octahedral magnesium,
with a resultant excess of negative charge on the
tetrahedral sheetand positive chargeon the octahedral sheet. The negative charge is localized on the
basal oxygen atoms of the tetrahedral sheet' The
outer octahedral oxygens drain electrons from the
more electropositive hydrogen atoms. These become positively charged, weakly acidic hydrogens.
The separation ofpositive and negative chargeson
the two faces prevents curling of the layer and
produces stronger interactions between adjacent
layers, thus leading to flat structures.
An alternative formulation can be given if Pauling's rule is taken into account. The valencesof the
outer tetrahedral oxygens are undersaturated and
the valences of the outer octahedral oxygens are
oversaturated. Therefore octahedraloxygensweak-

en the bond they form with hydrogens. The bond
valence balance is retained by formation of hydrogen bonds with undersaturatedtetrahedral oxygen
atoms. The structure, as a whole, has a lower
energy, thus justifying the increasingthermal stability of substituted lizardite (Caruso and Chernosky,

r97s).
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